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As computing systems become increasingly complex

and concurrent, performance analysis becomes more

import ant, especially when designing an overall ar-

chitecture. Simple numerical approximations can of-

ten yield bounds on performance. Queueing theory

and Markoviau analysis can provide insight into the

steady-state performance of the system. Discrete-

event simulation can provide a more detailed view of

the system behavior. We used all of the above tech-

niques in the performance study of a Fibre Channel

switch. An approximate stochastic Petri net (SPN)

model was employed, obtained by exploiting sym-

metries in the system. The most challenging aspect

was determining transition firing probabilities that

accurately reflected the dynamic behavior of the ex-

act SPN. This model was valided against a detailed

simulation and found to be accurate within 3Y0. See

[1] for details and references.

1 System description

We consider a switch with N ports, numbered from

O to N – 1 (Fig. 1). The switch contains buffer pools

organized by input port, a router to transfer header

information to output queues, and a scheduler to

schedule the transfer of data from an input buffer

across the crossbar to an output port. When a mes-

sage arrives at a port, it is read into a buffer as soon

as one is available. The router cyclically polls each

port, bypassing ports without new messages. Dur-

ing the poll of a part icular port, the router reads the

header information of the new message and inserts

it into a scheduler table. This table is organized as

N FIFO queues, one per output port. The router

starts routing a message as soon as the header is in
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Figure 1: System structure.

A message from port p has a destina-

of the N -1 other ports, all of which

are equally probable. The scheduler table is used to

control the N x N crossbar switch. At most one mes-

sage from each input port buffer can be transferred

at any time, and only when it is at the top of an

output queue. These restrictions cause head-of-line

blocking, which is the main performance bottleneck:

when different output ports have messages at the top

of their queues that are from the same input port,

only one of them can be transferred at any time,

while the others are blocked.

We considered a Fibre Channel switch with N = 16

ports and port bandwidth of 26,6 Mbytes/sec. Each
port has B = 15 buffers. The port bandwidth de-

termines the rate at which data moves through each

of the components of the switch. Hence, the time to

transfer a message of length LM.g into a buffer slot

or through the crossbar is TM*g = LMs, /26.6@ec.

The time required by the router to route a message

is TR~,, while the time between the instant a mes-

sage arrives in the queue and the router can begin

routing it is THdr. We assume that all activities have
exponent i ally distributed durations. This is realistic
if the arrival streams are roughly Poisson and if the

message length is geometrically distributed.
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Figure 2: Approximate SPN model of the switch.
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Table 1: Transition firing rates for the SPN model.

2 Approximate SPN model

An exact SPN model for the switch can be built, but

its state space is exceedingly large. Because of the

extensive symmetries in the system and of the FIFO

policy used in the scheduler table, a colored SPN

would greatly simplify the description of the model.

We choose instead to perform an approximate study

employing truncation of the state space, “folding” of

the colored SPN, and fixed-point iteration.

The resulting SPN considers the switch from the

point of view of a particular input port, say O (Fig.

2). An arriving message (firing of transition Gen)

must wait (in place Q) for a buffer. The inhibitor

arc from Q to Gen with multiplicity 1{ enforces a

truncation of the state space. When a buffer is avail-

able (place Av13u~is not empty, #( AvBuf) > O), the

message header is copied into it (transition PutIfdr).

After this, the rest of the message can be copied

(transition PutData), but, concurrently, the header

(in place WtRtr)can start requesting service from

the router (transition Rtr), which puts the header

information in the appropriate output queue (place

lmSch). The message chooses a particular queue

with uniform probability over {1, 2, . . . . N – 1}, but

the model does not represent this choice explicitly

(# (~nSGb) is the total number of messages queued
for any destination from source O). After using the

crossbar switch (transition UseXbar), a message at

the top of its queue leaves the switch and releases

the buffer (arc from UseXbar to AvZ3tLf). The firing

rates of the transitions are shown in Table 1. The

key parameters a, the probability that the router

finds a new message at any given port during its

polling cycle, and ~(i), the probability that at least

one output queue has a message from source O at the

top when there are i messages from source O in the

scheduler table (# (lnSch) = i), are approximated

using a fixed-point iteration. For a, we simply set

its value for iteration k + 1 as

~L~+’l ~ Pr{#( WtRtr) > O}[~].

The right-hand side is the probability that source O

(and any other source, because of symmetry) has at

least one new message waiting to be routed, com-

puted at the k-th iteration. If the average number

of messages from other sources competing with mes-

sages from source O at each output queue is u, ~(i)

can be approximated by r(i, N — 1), where r is de-

fined recursively as:

●vjE {l,..., N– l}, r(o, j) =0.

●vie {l,..., ~},r(i,l) = ii(i+ u).

●vie {l,... ,~}, vj~{2,.. .,l},r(i,j)=)=

~;=oc(i,k,~)(k+ar(i - k,j - I))i(k+a).

where c(i, k, j) is the probability that, when i mes-

sages are distributed over j queues, queue j contains

exactly k messages; this is given by the binomial

distribution. Using a convolution-like tableau, r is

computed in O (132 N) time, before each solution of

the SPN. Finally, o is obtained iteratively, as

u [’+1] + (IV – 2)/(JV – l) E[#(lnSch)][’].

The factor (N – 2)/(N – 1) is due to the fact that a

source does not send to itself.

However, the value of ~(i) obtained with this heuris-

tic is overly optimistic under heavy traffic. We thus

incorporate known results for saturated N x N cross-

bar switches. In particular, with exponentially dis-

tributed unit service time, the expected bandwidth

for each port has been shown to be approximately

N/(2N – 1). We set -y(i) to a weighted sum of our

original heuristic, l_’(i, N - 1), and of the known up-

per bound:

‘y(i) = (r(i, N – 1) + N/(2 N- 1) . 0)/(1 +U).

A second heuristic was also used, which scales all the

values of ~(i) so that, for i “close” to a, ~(i) is not

greater than N/(2N – 1).

Experimentally, we observe that the two heuristics

bound the results obtained from a discrete event sim-

ulation, and that the approximation error is never

more than 3%. The number of fixed point iterations

is dependent on the load on the switch. Very low or

high load result in few iterations, while the highest

number of iterations, 60, occurs for medium loads.
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